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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient lossless compression algorithm, the coding tree assignment scheme
with principal index-pattern coding algorithm (CTAS-PIPCA), to encode image vector quantization (VQ). The
coding model is designed on the basis of the schemes proposed in the previous works to further improve
the coding performance of coding tree assignment scheme with improved search-order coding algorithm
(CTAS-ISOC) by PIPCA. The PIPCA technique exploits the correlation of neighboring index pairs not in the
original vector-quantized index map but in the principal index-pattern table which is generated from the two-
dimensional histogram of index patterns in the training stage. The CTAS-PIPCA method is evaluated via exten-
sive experiments. The searching matched index in the principal index-pattern table results in lower time complex-
ity than CTAS-ISOC. The results also show that the proposed technique apparently reduces the bit rate as
compared to the conventional VQ and other existing popular lossless index coding schemes, such as SOC
and CTAS-ISOC. © 2014 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.23.4.043015]
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1 Introduction
Vector quantization (VQ) has been dominantly employed for
image and audio compression systems.1,2 VQ has research
value due to its envisioned applications, such as voice com-
pression,3–5 data hiding,6,7 digital watermarking,8–10 etc.
The ordinary VQ encoder first partitions the input image
into nonoverlapping equal-size blocks (vectors) whose sizes
are equal to the code vector size of the codebook, and then
compares each vector with a set of predetermined vectors
(codebook) to find the closest code vector. Since each
input vector is encoded with the index of the nearest code
vector, the encoder transmits the index of the best matched
code vector instead of the image block. Therefore, the image
compression is achieved. At the decoder, the image can be
reconstructed by a table look-up operation from the identical
codebook according to the received indices.
In image VQ, by taking advantage of the high correlations
existing among the neighboring blocks of an image, the bit
rate can be further reduced if the interblock correlation in
index domain is appropriately exploited. Some efficient cod-
ing schemes11–17 are proposed to encode the output index
map of ordinary VQ. Hsieh and Tsai propose search-order
coding (SOC) method11 to encode the output index map
of VQ by searching the previous indices and sending the
number of the passed different indices in the search path
rather than the full binary word of the current index; there-
fore, the storage of the index is compressed. Hu and Chang
propose a low complexity index compressed (LCIC) algo-
rithm12 that explores the interblock correlation existing
among the neighboring indices and the mean-distance-
ordered codebook. In Ref. 13, the index coding scheme (ICS)
has proven that it can get better performance in reducing bit
rates than LCIC. The ICS technique also achieves better
compression efficiency than some variable-length coding
(VLC) coding schemes, such as Huffman, arithmetic, and
Lempel–Ziv–Welch (LZW). Somasundaram and Domnic
design an adaptive index coding scheme14 based on
Refs. 12 and 13, and it gives a better performance in bit
rate. In Ref. 15, Sun et al. modify the LCIC (Ref. 12) method
called index searching algorithm with index associated list
(ISAIAL) to encode VQ indices by utilizing a relative
index table and to obtain better performances. Moreover,
they propose the modified ISAIAL (Ref. 16) based on
each row of the relative index table with different sizes.
The modified ISAIAL with M2 exploits the interblock cor-
relation in the index domain and decreases the bit rate appa-
rently as compared to the conventional VQ, SOC, and LCIC
with relative index tables. In Ref. 17, Taur et al. propose a
coding tree assignment scheme with improved search-order
coding algorithm (CTAS-ISOC) by the CTAS and index-pair
coding scheme to get better performance in bit rate than
others. In this paper, we propose the coding tree assignment
scheme with principal index-pattern coding algorithm
(CTAS-PIPCA) by extending frequencies of occurrence of
index patterns in ISAIAL (Ref. 15). The new PIPCA scheme,
instead of ISOC in CTAS-ISOC, reduces the time complex-
ity by encoding the current index in a predefined principal
index-pattern table that is computed from the two-dimen-
sional (2-D) histogram of the adjacent index pairs.
Experiments show the new proposed algorithm has better
compression rate than other existing algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,
the CTAS-ISOC is introduced. Also, the proposed algo-
rithms are explained in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, the experimental
results are given. Finally, the conclusion is given in Sec. 5.
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2 CTAS-ISOC Algorithm
In the section, we will briefly introduce the CTAS-ISOC
Algorithm in Ref. 17.
2.1 Coding Tree Assignment Scheme
CTAS is used to select a proper coding scheme according to
the distribution of the surrounding indices of the current
index. The notations and the positions of the current index
and its neighboring indices are shown in Fig. 1. They are the
current index (IC), the left index (IL), the upper index (IU),
the upper right index (IUR), and the upper left index (IUL).
Since the distributions of the neighboring indices are differ-
ent from each coding case, the conditions for assigning the
short index code are different. The current index (IC) can be
encoded by the coding scheme using Table 1. According to
the coding tree, the current index (IC) can be encoded by one
of the neighboring index code assignment (NICA), the cod-
ing scheme [the coding scheme represents the method which
is used to implement the left-index (upper-index) pattern
coding; in CTAS-ISOC, the coding scheme is ISOC. In
CTAS-PIPCA, the coding scheme is PIPCA], or the original
index coding algorithm. Note that the rules and code vectors
CILI
ULI UI URI
Fig. 1 Neighboring indices of the current index IC.
Table 1 Coding methods and code vectors for the current index IC.
Rules Conditions Coding trees Code vectors
1 Three or all of four indices (IL, IUL, IU, IUR) having
the same index value called Im
NICA 1 (if IC ¼ Im)
Coding scheme with the left index pair 01þ n-bit counter
Coding scheme with the upper index pair 001þ n-bit counter
Original coding 000þ original index
2 Four indices (IL, IUL, IU, IUR) consisting of two
index pairs with different index values called IP1
and IP2 (Note that if the input index is at the last
column, we assume IUR ¼ IU)
NICA 00 (if IC ¼ IL, IL ¼ IP1)
01 (if IC ¼ IP2)
Coding scheme with the left index pair 10þ n-bit counter
Coding scheme with the upper index pair 110þ n-bit counter
Original coding 111þ original index
3 Four indices (IL, IUL, IU, IUR) containing only one
index pair called I1P and the other two different
indices belonging to Iothers ¼ fIO1; IO2g
NICA 00 (if IC ¼ I1P)
01 (if IC ¼ IO1)
Coding scheme with the left index pair 10þ n-bit counter
Coding scheme with the upper index pair 110þ n-bit counter
Original coding 111þ original index
4 Four indices (IL, IUL, IU, IUR) with different index
values
NICA 0000 (if IC ¼ IL)
0001 (if IC ¼ IU)
Coding scheme with the left index pair 01þ n-bit counter
Coding scheme with the upper index pair 001þ n-bit counter
Original coding 1þ original index
5 First row (first column) NICA 1 (if IC ¼ ILðIUÞ)
Coding scheme with the left (upper) index pair 01þ n-bit counter
Original coding 00þ original index
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in Table 1 are ad hoc. The flag settings obtained by
Shannon-Fano coding algorithm18 in Table 1 are based on
the statistical results of training images. Flag of Rules 1,
4, and 5 are adopted for distinguishable occurrences of pat-
terns of coding methods. Due to undistinguishable occur-
rences of patterns of coding methods, the flag settings in
Rules 2 and 3 of Table 1 are 2 or 3 bits. The code vectors
in Rule 3 of Table 1 are different from CTAS-ISOC (Ref. 17)
for coding schemes of the left-pair-search-order coding
(LSOC) and the original index coding. According to our sta-
tistics, the current index and its neighbors have the same
index value with a high probability. Therefore, in each cod-
ing tree, the NICA scheme first checks if the current index is
the same as one of its neighbors. In order to improve coding
efficiency, the code vector of PIPCAwith the left index pair
is modified as 2 bits plus an n-bit counter, and the code vec-
tor of the original coding scheme is modified as 3 bits plus
the original index in Rule 3 of Table 1.
2.2 Improved Search-Order Coding
The ISOC algorithm includes the LSOC scheme and the
upper-pair-search-order coding (USOC); the ISOC technique
extends the idea of the search-order coding algorithm in
Ref. 11 by matching indices pair by pair. Each index pair
consists of two neighboring indices in the horizontal direc-
tion (left index pair) or the vertical direction (upper
index pair).
The example in Fig. 2 illustrates how LSOC works in
which a 2-bit search-order counter is used. The grids re-
present the quantized block of an image, and the number
marked in the upper area of each grid is the corresponding
quantized index. The gray grid at position (3, 4) denotes the
input quantized index, and it is regarded as the search center.
In principle, the search order is clockwise and outward from
the search center. The thick dotted rectangle and the thin dot-
ted rectangles indicate the matching pair and qualified search
pairs, respectively. The mark “×” means that the search pair
at this search point is not a qualified search pair or it is a
repetition search pair. If a matched search pair can be
found within a limited counter in the search path, the
value of the counter will be encoded instead of the quantized
index. Finally, the matching pair is equal to the search pair at
(1, 3) and LSOC returns “11,” and therefore the length of the
input index is reduced.
3 Proposed Coding Algorithm
The proposed lossless coding scheme, CTAS-PIPCA, con-
sists of one CTAS with two essential coding techniques.
CTAS is designed to select a coding method based on the
distributions of the neighboring indices. The first coding
technique is NICA, which encodes the current index by
the direct comparison with its neighbors and has been suc-
cessfully applied to the VQ index coding.17 The second cod-
ing technique is PIPCA, which encodes the current index in a
predefined principal index-pattern table that is computed
from the 2-D histogram of the adjacent index pair ½IL IC
or ½IU IC. The coding procedure is constructed by cascading
a conventional VQ and the proposed coding unit as shown
in Fig. 3.
3.1 Principal Index-Pattern Coding Algorithm
Since a small block size is usually used in VQ and similar
patterns may appear in different shapes, the index pair also
has a high probability to appear in the neighboring regions
repeatedly. Thus, the index-pattern coding scheme is adopted
to further encode the current index (IC) when NICA failed.
The proposed PIPCA scheme is developed to improve the
computational complexity of ISOC (the index-pattern coding
scheme in CTAS-ISOC).17 It exploits candidate indices in the
principal index-pattern table which stores the first several
high occurrences of index patterns. Thus, the encoding
work of searching a matched index is not in the index
map but in the principal index-pattern table constructed in
the training stage. The operations of searching the matched
index of ISOC are conducted in the index map shown in
Fig. 2. In the PIPCA technique, searching the candidate is
performed in a previously principal index-pattern table
which has limited number of candidate indices shown in
Fig. 4. The experimental result shows that the operations
of searching the matched index in the table are less than
that in the index map. Thus, the proposed PIPCA scheme
improves the coding efficiency. Since the coding algorithms
×
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Fig. 2 Example for illustrating the left-pair-search-order coding
algorithm.
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for PIPCA with the left index pair and the upper index pair
are the same, only the coding scheme for the left index pair is
depicted in this paper.
The approach under consideration is based on the prob-
abilistic arguments stemming from the statistical nature of
the distribution of index patterns. In general, image VQ
has a high correlation among the neighboring index blocks
in the output index map. If two adjacent index blocks are
designed as a pattern, the pattern can be found recurrently
in the index map. Due to the raster scan order of VQ,
every two adjacent index blocks, the left pair ½ILIC, are
treated as the index patterns in our scheme. In ordinary
VQ, if l bits are used to represent the index value, the code-
book size is 2l. For a given IL, its possible index value of IC
in the left pair ½IL ICi is one of the values of 1; 2; : : : ; i; : : : ,
and 2l denoted as events of IC1 ; IC2 ; : : : ; ICi ; : : : , and, IC2l ,
respectively. Thus, for the given IL, the finite set can be gen-
erated from training samples
W ¼ fwi∶i ¼ 1;2; : : : ; 2N jwi ∈ R2g; (1)
where wi ¼ ½IL ICi and N ≤ l. 2N is the total number of the
index patterns found in training samples. According to the
classical definition of probability, the conditional probability
of ICi given IL is defined as [PðILÞ > 0]
PðICijILÞ ¼
PðICi ∩ ILÞ
PðILÞ
¼ nðICi ∩ ILÞ
nðILÞ
∝ nðICi ∩ ILÞ: (2)
It is obvious that the probability of ICi given IL is propor-
tional to its joint probability. The more the number of the left
pair ½IL IC is found in training samples, the higher the condi-
tional probability PðICijILÞ is, and the higher probability that
the matched index pattern can be found for the current input
left pair. Therefore, the conditional probability PðICijILÞ can
be directly estimated from statistical quantities of training
samples in the training stage. In our design, for the given
current left pair ½IL IC, IC is compared with each entry of
a principal index-pattern table. Also, with the use of a n-
bit counter which is less than or equal to N, the compression
can be achieved. If the index pattern is found in the principal
index-pattern table at the encoder, the current index IC is
assigned a flag code with the value of the n-bit counter
and transmitted to the decoder. In the decoding unit, the
index map is also reconstructed in a raster scan order. The
search procedure is the same as that used in the encoding
unit. Also, the identical principal index-pattern table is
used to decode the receiving coding indices.
The essential technique of the proposed PIPCA scheme
consists of the training stage and the coding stage. In the
training stage, in order to get the statistical distribution of
occurrences nðICi ∩ ILÞ of each respective bin IL
[cf. Eq. (2)], the 2-D histogram of the left index pair in
the IL and IC space are first constructed by exploiting train-
ing samples. If l bits are used to represent the index value, a
2-D histogram SLC of the left index pair is generated with the
size of 2l × 2l. Figure 5 shows an example of the 2-D histo-
gram of the left index pair with images Lena, F-16, and
Peppers. If the 2-D histograms are rearranged by the frequen-
cies of occurrences (histogram values) in descending order
for each bin of IL, the first several principal histogram values
dominate the IC space shown in Fig. 6. Subsequently, the
index-pattern set for the left index value IL is given as
P¯IL ¼ ½I1C I2C: : : IiC: : : I2
l
C ; (3)
where I1C, I
2
C, I
i
C, and I
2l
C are the bin values in the IC space
with respect to the histogram values in descending order. In
case the input index value IiC is the same as the left neigh-
boring index IL, the current index will be encoded by NICA.
Thus, IiC ¼ IL is not required as a candidate of PIPCA. If a n-
bit counter is adopted for PIPCA, the principal index-pattern
set for the left index value IL can be defined as
PIL ¼ ½I1C I2C: : : I2
n
C ; (4)
where PIL consists of bin values with respect to the first 2
n
higher histogram values. Finally, the principal index-pattern
table in the training stage is obtained as
P ¼ ½P1 P2: : :PIL : : :P2l T; (5)
where P1, P2, PIL , and P2l are the principal index-pattern sets
for IL ¼ 1, 2, IL, and 2l, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the
principal index-pattern table Pwhere each subset is arranged
by index bin value with respect to the histogram values in
descending order.
In the coding stage, a left search index pattern ½IL IC is
first composed of the input current index IC and its left adja-
cent index IL. Then, the candidates in the subset PIL of the
principal index-pattern table P can be located by the left
index IL. After that, comparisons between elements of PIL
Fig. 5 Two-dimensional histogram of the left index pair from training images (Lena, F-16, and Peppers).
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and IC are conducted to encode the current index. For an n-
bit counter, elements of PIL are sequentially compared with
PIL from the beginning. If the entry of PIL is not the same as
IC, the n-bit counter is increased by 1. Then, the next entry of
PIL is extracted for searching the matched index. If the
element is the same as IC, the n-bit counter is increased
by 1 and the current index IC is encoded with a flag code
plus the value of the n-bit counter (cf. Table 1). In order
to enhance the coding efficiency, a repetition array D is
adopted to temporarily store elements of PIL whose index
values are not the same as IC. In the coding process, if
the entry of PIL is coincidentally the same as one element
of D, the n-bit counter need not be changed. Thus, it is
more likely for the PIPCA encoding scheme to find the
matched index without the overflow of the n-bit counter.
In summary, the PIPCA coding scheme with left index
pair is described in the following steps and its flow chart
is depicted in Fig. 7.
The PIPCA coding algorithm for the left index pair
1) Training stage
1. Set l bits to represent the index value, and let each IC
with its adjacent left index IL be the left index
pair ½ILIC.
2. Get the 2l × 2l 2-D histogram of the left index pair
in the IL and IC space from training samples.
3. Rearrange occurrences in descending order for each
bin IL, and construct the 2l × 2n principal index-pat-
tern table Pwith the first 2n higher histogram values
if the n-bit counter is adopted for PIPCA.
2) Coding stage
Step 1. Let D be the repetition array.
Step 2. Get an input quantized index IC, and clear the
n-bit counter.
Step 3. Locate PIL from P according to the left neigh-
boring index IL.
Step 4. Compare entries of PIL with the current index
IC and encode the matched index.
Repeat
(a) Read a candidate index I in PIL and com-
pare it with IC.
(b) If the n-bit counter overflows or I ¼ IC is
not found in PIL , then go to step 5.
(c) If I ≠ IC.
(1) If I is not a repetition index value,
increment the n-bit counter by 1,
append I into the repetition array D.
If the n-bit counter is equal to 2n,
jump to Step 5, otherwise, go to (a).
(2) If I is a repetition index value, the n-
bit counter need not be changed, and
go to (a).
d) If I ¼ IC, increment the n-bit counter,
encode the current index IC with a flag
code plus the value of the n-bit counter (cf.
Table 1), and stop.
Until there is no other candidate index in PIL .
Fig. 6 Rearrangement of each bin of IL with the first several principal histogram values in descending
order.
Fig. 7 The coding flow chart of the principal index-pattern coding
algorithm scheme.
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Step 5. Adopt PIPCAwith the upper index pair to fur-
ther encode the current index IC.
3.2 Coding Tree Assignment Scheme with Principal
Index-Pattern Coding Scheme
When an output quantized index is sent to the proposed
encoding unit, the relationships of its surrounding indices
are first compared for coding tree selection. For example,
if the surrounding indices (IL, IUL, IU, IUR) are with the
same index value, Rule 1 of Table 1 is selected for generating
code vector, and its corresponding illustration of code vector
generation is shown in Fig. 8. If IC ¼ Im holds, IC is encoded
by NICAwith a bit 1. Otherwise, the left index pair is applied
to encode the current index by the PIPCA coding scheme. If
the left index pair is found, IC is encoded with the flag code
01 plus n-bit counter for the match. If there is not a match,
the upper index pair is adopted for code vector generation.
Again, if there is a match, IC is encoded with the flag code
001 plus n-bit counter for the match. IC is encoded with the
flag code 000 plus the original index if all proposed coding
techniques fail. The coding rules for the other conditions of
the surrounding indices (IL, IUL, IU, IUR) of the current index
IC are shown from Rules 2 to 5 of Table 1.
4 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, two kinds of experiments are conducted to
evaluate the proposed CTAS-PIPCA scheme. One is the
comparison with VQ-based lossless index coding algorithms
and the other is the comparison with JPEG2000 technique.
The former comparison is used to illustrate the improve-
ment of the proposed method over the existing VQ tech-
niques and the later experiment is adopted to address the
differences between the proposed scheme and the JPEG2000
technique.
The bit rate of VQ is the ratio of the bits required to re-
present the index of a vector to the vector dimension. For
example, an image with the size of 512 × 512, if we use an
image block with the size of 4 × 4, and codebooks with the
sizes of 7, 8, and 9 bits to encode each image block, the bit
rates of VQ are 0.4375, 0.5, and 0.5625 bpp, respectively.
With the same evaluation on the CTAS-PIPCA scheme,
the bit rate of the proposed system is given by
BRVQ ¼
1
Nf
X5
i¼1
½NNICAi × lNICAi þ NLi × ðlLi þ nÞ þ NUi
× ðlUi þ nÞ þ NOrii × ðlOrii þ pÞ; (6)
where Nf is the number of pixels in the image. NNICAi , N
L
i ,
NUi , and N
Ori
i are the number of indices encoded by NICA,
PIPCAwith the left index pair, PIPCA with the upper index
pair, and the original indices adopted by CTAS-PIPCA using
the i’th rule of Table 1, respectively. lNICAi , l
L
i , l
U
i , and l
Ori
i are
the flag bits for NICA, PIPCAwith the left index pair, PIPCA
with the upper index pair, and the original index coding
using the i’th rule of Table 1, respectively. n is the number
of bits used by the searching counter of PIPCA. p represents
the number of bits needed for storing the original index of
each code vector in the codebook. For comparison, the
reduction of the average bit rate of a compression method
with respect to the ordinary VQ is defined as
ðbVQ − bCMÞ∕bVQ × 100%; (7)
where bVQ is the bit rate of the ordinary VQ and bCM is the
average bit rate of a compression method.
4.1 Comparison with Lossless Index Coding
Algorithms
To evaluate the performance of the CTAS-PIPCA scheme,
the USC-SIPI (Ref. 19) standard images are adopted for
bit rate comparison. The images are monochrome with the
size of 512 × 512 and brightness resolution of 8 bits. In
this experiment, the search counter of the PIPCA n is 2, the
images are vector-quantized with the blocks of 4 × 4 pixels,
and the codebooks with the sizes of 7, 8, and 9 bits are used
to represent the index value. In the training stage, three
images (Lena, F-16, and Peppers) are trained by the popular
Linde–Buzo–Gray (LBG) algorithm with a random initial-
ization technique20 to generate index maps with the code-
book sizes of 128, 256, and 512. By treating the left pair
½IL IC as the index pattern, three principal index-pattern
tables with the sizes of 27 × 22, 28 × 22, and 29 × 22 are
obtained by the use of codebook with the sizes of 7, 8,
and 9 bits, respectively. Similarly, principal index-pattern
tables for the upper pair ½IU IC can be made.
Start
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Output“ 1” to decoder Output“ 000” +“ original index 
code” to decoder
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Fig. 8 Illustration of code vector generation for Rule 1 of Table 1.
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In the coding stage, the USC-SIPI (Ref. 19) standard
images are adopted for the evaluation of the CTAS-
PIPCA scheme. There are eight test images: Couple, Man,
House and Car, Cameraman, Bridge, Boat, Elaine, and
Lake, which are labeled as IT1 to IT8, respectively. It should
be noted that the compression scheme of CTAS-PIPCA that
does not adopt repetition candidates (the repetition array D)
is denoted as CTAS-PIPCA M1, and CTAS-PIPCAwith the
repetition candidates is denoted as CTAS-PIPCA M2. Also,
the size of each row of principal index-pattern table should
be larger than 2n in CTAS-PIPCA M2. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed two techniques, some popular
existing lossless index compression algorithms, including
SOC, modified ISAIAL, and CTAS-ISOC, are conducted
on the same conditions. Tables 2–4 show the results of
the proposed scheme and other methods. The average bit
rates of CTAS-PIPCA M2 are 0.230, 0.293, and
0.367 bits∕pixel for codebook sizes of 128, 256, and 512
Table 2 Bit rates (bits∕pixel) of the test images using LBG with the random initialization (codebook size ¼ 128; 0.4375 bits∕pixel for VQ).
IT1 IT2 IT3 IT4 IT5 IT6 IT7 IT8 Avg Red (%)
SOC 0.284 0.293 0.297 0.246 0.339 0.291 0.257 0.271 0.285 35
Modified ISAIAL-M2 0.257 0.272 0.279 0.213 0.328 0.266 0.226 0.246 0.261 40
CTAS-ISOC 0.246 0.254 0.248 0.179 0.316 0.251 0.215 0.223 0.242 45
CTAS-PIPCA M1 0.238 0.244 0.245 0.177 0.306 0.244 0.206 0.222 0.235 46
CTAS-PIPCA M2 0.233 0.238 0.240 0.173 0.296 0.238 0.202 0.218 0.230 47
PSNR (dB) 26.33 25.12 33.33 28.62 23.22 26.72 28.27 25.59 — —
Table 3 Bit rates (bits∕pixel) of the test images using LBG with the random initialization (codebook size ¼ 256, 0.5 bits∕pixel for VQ).
IT1 IT2 IT3 IT4 IT5 IT6 IT7 IT8 Avg Red (%)
SOC 0.345 0.360 0.356 0.282 0.422 0.362 0.319 0.331 0.347 31
Modified ISAIAL-M2 0.329 0.349 0.347 0.261 0.426 0.345 0.296 0.316 0.334 33
CTAS-ISOC 0.311 0.324 0.309 0.227 0.396 0.325 0.275 0.292 0.308 38
CTAS-PIPCA M1 0.301 0.310 0.304 0.229 0.389 0.313 0.262 0.288 0.300 40
CTAS-PIPCA M2 0.295 0.303 0.298 0.225 0.380 0.306 0.254 0.282 0.293 41
PSNR (dB) 27.10 26.05 26.93 29.60 23.90 27.81 28.93 26.61 — —
Table 4 Bit rates (bits∕pixel) of the test images using LBG with the random initialization (codebook size ¼ 512, 0.5625 bits∕pixel for VQ).
IT1 IT2 IT3 IT4 IT5 IT6 IT7 IT8 Avg Red (%)
SOC 0.415 0.436 0.434 0.347 0.510 0.439 0.410 0.413 0.425 24
Modified ISAIAL-M2 0.406 0.429 0.433 0.334 0.527 0.430 0.399 0.416 0.422 25
CTAS-ISOC 0.381 0.400 0.396 0.300 0.485 0.399 0.364 0.376 0.387 31
CTAS-PIPCA M1 0.369 0.375 0.389 0.299 0.476 0.387 0.343 0.368 0.376 33
CTAS-PIPCA M2 0.361 0.366 0.384 0.290 0.468 0.379 0.331 0.360 0.367 35
PSNR(dB) 27.71 26.61 27.73 30.29 24.69 28.51 30.28 27.23 — —
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code vectors, respectively. Obviously, the results show that
the proposed method achieves lower bit rate than other index
compression schemes for the three different codebooks.
The proposed PIPCA scheme is developed to improve the
computational complexity of ISOC (the index-pattern coding
scheme in CTAS-ISOC).17 It exploits candidate indices in the
principal index-pattern table which stores the first several
high occurrences of index patterns. Thus, the encoding
work of searching a matched index is not in the index
map but in the principal index-pattern table constructed in
the training stage. Table 5 shows the average number of indi-
ces required to find the matched index. It is obvious that the
operations of searching the matched index in the principal
index-pattern table are fewer than that in the index map.
With CTAS-PIPCA M2, the performances of the average
number of searching indices are less than 26 to 54 times
than the previous work.
Figure 9 shows the relationships between the codebook
size and the average percentage of bit rate reduction of differ-
ent index compression algorithms over ordinary VQ. The
proposed algorithm consists of CTAS, NICA, and PIPCA
techniques, taking the neighboring indices and index patterns
(left pair and upper pair) into account, and achieves better
performance compared with other methods. The PIPCA
technique searches the matched index in a principal index-
pattern table that has stored the principal candidate indices
and limited their number. Therefore, the operations of
searching the matched index in the table are fewer than that
in the index map, and the proposed PIPCA scheme improves
the searching operations of ISOC.
In comparison with CTAS-PIPCAM1, CTAS-PIPCAM2
need not increment the n-bit counter when an index in the
principal index-pattern table is found in the repetition
array D. It means CTAS-PIPCA M2 is more possible to
find the matched index before the overflow of the n-bit
counter. Since the memory of the repetition array is small,
CTAS-PIPCA M2 outperforms CTAS-PIPCA M1 at a
cost of extra memory. In summary, the proposed methods
reach lower bit rate than CTAS-ISOC.
4.2 Comparison with JPEG2000
Since JPEG2000 offers significant new features and capabil-
ities that reduce the bit rate of an image while increasing its
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), it is an interesting ques-
tion for us to know the difference between the proposed cod-
ing scheme and the JPEG2000 technique. To conduct the
comparison, the free open source code (openjpeg-2.0.0-
win32-x86.zip) of JPEG2000 is adopted for evaluation.21
In this experiment, codebooks with the sizes of 128, 256,
and 512 are generated from the popular LBG algorithm with
the random initialization technique19 in training stage, and
the same eight USC-SIPI standard images are adopted for the
evaluation of the PSNR quality at the same bit rate between
the CTAS-PIPCA M2 scheme and the JPEG2000 technique.
Comparisons of VQ, CTAS-PIPCA M2, and JPEG2000 are
shown in Table 6. It can be observed that the PSNR qualities
between the VQ and the proposed scheme are the same but
the proposed CTAS-PIPCS M2 scheme reduces to 47%,
41%, and 35% average bit rates of the output index maps
of the test VQ images for codebook sizes of 128, 256,
and 512, respectively. The main reason is that the proposed
CTAS-PIPCA scheme encodes the output index map of ordi-
nary VQ to further reduce the bit rate, but does not influence
the original PSNR quality. Once the codebook is generated,
its PSNR quality of the output index map of ordinary VQ is
determined.
Table 6 also shows that the PSNR quality of JPEG2000 is
superior to that of CTAS-PIPCA at the equal bit rate obtained
by CTAS-PIPCAM2. The average PSNR qualities of CTAS-
PIPCA M2 are 26.22, 27.12, and 27.88 dB for codebook
sizes of 128, 256, and 512, respectively, but the average
PSNR qualities of JPEG2000 reach 28.81, 29.76, and
30.74 dB for codebook sizes of 128, 256, and 512, respec-
tively. Obviously, the results show that the JPEG2000
scheme outperforms the proposed method in the PSNR qual-
ity for the test images. Since the CTAS-PIPCA M2 system is
constructed by cascading a conventional VQ and the pro-
posed coding unit that is a simple encoder in comparison
with JPEG2000, the proposed coding unit just encodes
the output index map of ordinary VQ to reduce the bit
rate without influencing the original PSNR quality. In the
proposed system, the PSNR quality is determined by the
training method in training stage. If the classes of training
vectors of images are trained properly, the higher PSNR
quality of the index map of VQ can be achieved. Table 7
shows that the codebooks with the sizes of 128, 256, and
512 are obtained from the LBG algorithm with the splitting
method.22 It can be observed that the PSNR quality of the
output index map of ordinary VQ is improved. In our future
works, the performance of the higher PSNR quality and
lower bit rate will be studied by cascading a variant VQ
(Refs. 23–27) and the proposed coding unit.
Table 5 The average number of searching indices required to find a
matched index for CTAS-ISOC and CTAS-PIPCA.
Method
Codebook size
128 256 512
CTAS-ISOC 334.4 705.6 1347.7
CTAS-PIPCA M1 2.3 3.2 4.1
CTAS-PIPCA M2 12.8 18.6 24.6
Fig. 9 Bit rate reduction over ordinary vector quantization (%).
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we present the CTAS-PIPCA algorithm. It is an
efficient online lossless coding algorithm for the quantized
indices of monochrome images. The experimental results
show that the CTAS-PIPCA outperforms other schemes
such as SOC, modified ISAIAL, and CTAS-ISOC in
reducing the bit rate. The method can be applied to the
VQ system to improve the coding efficiency of the basic
image VQ and does not introduce any extra distortion.
Due to the low computational complexity and small memory
requirements of CTAS-PIPCA, the proposed algorithm is
suitable for real-time implementation.
Table 6 Performance of VQ, CTAS-PIPCA M2, and JPEG2000 (codebooks generated by LBG with the random initialization).
Codebook size 128 256 512
Images VQ CTAS-PIPCA M2 JPEG2000 VQ CTAS-PIPCA M2 JPEG2000 VQ CTAS-PIPCA M2 JPEG2000
IT1 Bit rate 0.438 0.233 0.233 0.500 0.295 0.295 0.563 0.361 0.361
PSNR 26.33 26.33 28.62 27.10 27.10 29.63 27.71 27.71 30.52
IT2 Bit rate 0.438 0.238 0.238 0.500 0.303 0.303 0.563 0.366 0.366
PSNR 25.12 25.12 27.22 26.05 26.05 27.97 26.61 26.61 29.03
IT3 Bit rate 0.438 0.240 0.240 0.500 0.299 0.299 0.563 0.384 0.384
PSNR 25.88 25.88 28.87 26.93 26.93 29.91 27.73 27.73 31.06
IT4 Bit rate 0.438 0.173 0.173 0.500 0.225 0.225 0.563 0.290 0.290
PSNR 28.62 28.62 32.82 29.60 29.60 34.59 30.29 30.29 36.10
IT5 Bit rate 0.438 0.296 0.296 0.500 0.380 0.380 0.563 0.469 0.469
PSNR 23.22 23.22 24.47 23.90 23.90 25.01 24.69 24.69 25.62
IT6 Bit rate 0.438 0.238 0.238 0.500 0.306 0.306 0.563 0.379 0.379
PSNR 26.72 26.72 29.25 27.81 27.81 30.52 28.51 28.51 31.48
IT7 Bit rate 0.438 0.202 0.202 0.500 0.254 0.254 0.563 0.331 0.331
PSNR 28.27 28.27 31.56 28.93 28.93 31.91 30.28 30.28 32.39
IT8 Bit rate 0.438 0.218 0.218 0.500 0.282 0.282 0.563 0.360 0.360
PSNR 25.59 25.59 27.63 26.61 26.61 28.54 27.23 27.23 29.74
Avg Bit rate 0.438 0.230 0.230 0.500 0.293 0.293 0.563 0.368 0.368
PSNR 26.22 26.22 28.81 27.12 27.12 29.76 27.88 27.88 30.74
Table 7 The PSNR quality of the CTAS-PIPCA obtained by using LBG with the splitting method.
Codebook size
Images
IT1 IT2 IT3 IT4 IT5 IT6 IT7 IT8
128 29.59 27.00 25.99 26.84 29.45 24.12 27.34 29.58
256 30.36 27.67 26.64 27.49 30.31 24.65 27.98 30.29
512 31.08 28.29 27.23 28.22 31.14 25.21 28.61 30.87
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